Hypoxia-selective radiosensitization of mammalian cells by nitracrine, an electron-affinic DNA intercalator.
The radiosensitizing ability of the 1-nitroacridine nitracrine (NC) is of interest since it is an example of a DNA intercalating agent with an electron-affinic nitro group. NC radiosensitization was evaluated in Chinese hamster ovary cell (AA8) cultures at 4 degrees C in order to suppress the rapid metabolism and potent cytotoxicity of the drug. Under hypoxic conditions, submicromolar concentrations of NC resulted in sensitization (SER = 1.6 at 1 mumol dm-3). Sensitization was also seen under aerobic conditions but a concentration more than 10-fold higher was required. In aerobic cultures NC radiosensitization was independent of whether cells were exposed before and during, or after, irradiation. Postirradiation sensitization was not observed under hypoxic conditions. The time dependence of NC uptake and the development of radiosensitization were similar (maximal at 30 min at 4 degrees C under hypoxia) suggesting that sensitization, unlike cytotoxicity, is due to unmetabolized drug. NC is about 1700 times more potent as a radiosensitizer than misonidazole. This high potency is adequately accounted for by the electron affinity of NC (E(1) value at pH7 of -275 mV versus NHE) and by its accumulation in cells to give intracellular concentrations approximately 30 times greater than in the medium. However, concentrations of free NC appear to be low in AA8 cells, presumably because of DNA binding. If radiosensitization by NC is due to bound rather than free drug, it suggests that intercalated NC can interact very efficiently with DNA target radicals. This is despite a binding ratio in the cell estimated as less than 1 NC molecule/400 base pairs under conditions providing efficient sensitization. This work suggests a new approach in the search for more effective clinical radiosensitizers, and poses questions on the means by which intercalated drugs can interact with DNA damage.